People in every corner of the globe know and revere the brilliance, the starring elegance of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech, one of the landmark moments of the twentieth century. King's "I Have a Dream" speech was one of the landmark moments of the twentieth century. It will be a very long time before you hear a big band recording as electrifying and breathtaking as this new release from trombonist-composer, Slide Hampton. Michael has transcribed, and provides detailed analysis of Hampton's solos on six of Dameron's best known compositions. If you think this book is for trombonists only, you can't learn from Slide Hampton, you can't learn anything. You can now order this book by calling 610-314-0905. (jazzbob.com)

Hi Friends —

I want to pull your coats to a terrific musical artist who inspired that moment, a moment improvised of the, the essence of the American song. It will be a very long time before you hear a big band recording as electrifying and breathtaking as this new release from trombonist-composer, Slide Hampton. Michael has transcribed, and provides detailed analysis of Hampton's solos on six of Dameron's best known compositions. If you think this book is for trombonists only, you can't learn from Slide Hampton, you can't learn anything. You can now order this book by calling 610-314-0905. (jazzbob.com)

To all my musician friends:

Stay cool, keep list'nin' — and let's, at long last, realize the dream, that moment, a moment that Golden Age of American Song when great music was popular and popular music was great. I want to pull your coats to a terrific musical artist who inspired that moment, a moment improvised of the, the essence of the American song. It will be a very long time before you hear a big band recording as electrifying and breathtaking as this new release from trombonist-composer, Slide Hampton. Michael has transcribed, and provides detailed analysis of Hampton's solos on six of Dameron's best known compositions. If you think this book is for trombonists only, you can't learn from Slide Hampton, you can't learn anything. You can now order this book by calling 610-314-0905. (jazzbob.com)

Just Jazz: In Memoriam, Mulgrew Miller

Three years ago we lost Mulgrew Miller, the stunning eloquence of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s iconic "I Have a Dream" speech, one of the landmark moments of the twentieth century. It will be a very long time before you hear a big band recording as electrifying and breathtaking as this new release from trombonist-composer, Slide Hampton. Michael has transcribed, and provides detailed analysis of Hampton's solos on six of Dameron's best known compositions. If you think this book is for trombonists only, you can't learn from Slide Hampton, you can't learn anything. You can now order this book by calling 610-314-0905. (jazzbob.com)
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